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NEW FEATURES / ENHANCEMENTS (SYSTEM FRONT END) 

 Changes made to the audit log generation to show dates and times in the user’s local time instead 

of UTC. 

 

 

 Added a notification/warning for the user when adding the same face-to-face user to a workflow. 

 

 Added additional password validation checks when doing a password reset from the login page. 

 Changed the display and colour of action buttons on the top bar during the signing process. 
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 Changes made to the portfolio templates to allow a user to change a document name during 

template submission. 

 

 Changes made on Document Prepper for fields to keep the size of the previously placed fields of 

the same type to ensure conformity of fields. 

 

System before Change 
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System after Change 

 Changes made on Document Prepper for fields to be positioned directly after previously placed 

fields to make next placement easier. 

 

System before Change 
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System after Change 

 Changes made to the create workflow process to move DocFusion templates to the bottom of the 

dropdown selections rather than being at the top. 

 

System before Change 
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System after Change 

 Added a confirmation message on create Workflow when the user’s want to cancel a document. 
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 Fixed an issue with the main side menu where scrolling does not work on smaller screens when 

sub-menus are expanded. 

 

System before Change 

 

System after Change 
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NEW FEATURES / ENHANCEMENTS (SYSTEM BACK OFFICE) 

 Made changes to the reports generation and download process in terms of how file storage is 

utilised. 

 Implemented additional auto-tagging fields to allow for face-to-face fields. 

 Implemented PING Identity SSO to allow businesses to use PING for logging into SigniFlow. 

 

FIXES / BUG FIXES 

 Fixed an issue during the create workflow process where a DocFlow metadata type is selected but 

the user is not able to enter metadata for the document. 

 Fixed multiple missing translations found throughout the system. 

 Fixed an issue when opening documents from the notification bar that prompts the user to log into 

the system again before being able to view the document. 

 Fixed an issue where the “Send to DocFlow” button remains visible on the completed page even 

after the document is stored in DocFlow. 

 Fixed an issue where existing PDF annotation fields are not preserved when generating the 

document thumbnails for viewing. 

 Fixed an issue where the audit log does not translate to the user’s preferred language when 

downloading. 

 Fixed an issue where the user usage report failed to generate in certain use cases. 

 Fixed an issue where the user’s designation is not always updated. 

 Fixed an issue on the edit workflow section where editing a group signing step does not update the 

signers correctly. 

 Fixed an issue when logging in with Azure AD where a user’s role, business and license does not 

get updated correctly. 

 Fixed an issue when logging in with Azure AD where users failed to login if they are assigned to 

certain AD Role groups in Azure. 

 Fixed an issue where in some cases the first email that goes out to the user is not sent in the user’s 

preferred language. 

 Fixed an issue where the combined document and audit is not attached to emails due to a size 

constraint. 

 Fixed an issue on create workflow where the country flags failed to load in certain use cases.  

 Fixed an issue with the main side menu where scrolling does not work on smaller screens when 

sub-menus are expanded. 

 Fixed an issue on forms where page breaks are not handled correctly on certain elements. 

 Fixed an issue where fields do not appear for group signers after uploading a placeholder into a 

portfolio during the signing process. 

 Fixed an issue where the date field on the document does not consider the user's time zone and 

uses the date from the server. This causes issues when the client's time zone is vastly different from 

the server’s time zone and causes a date misalignment. 

 Fixed an issue on Document Prepper where pages fail to load when clicking on the same page 

number that you are currently on. 

 


